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Preface
Every year Qredits welcomes more than fifteen

entrepreneurs in particular. There is a reason

velopment of e-learning courses and an online

organizations from all over the world that are

that after the financial crisis commercial banks

matching system for our volunteer mentors.

interested in our business model and the way

were less and less prone to issue these types of

Because ICT is part of our DNA we are conti-

we use IT applications to optimize our proces-

loans. The combination of high handling costs

nually developing and adding new features.

ses. These are usually very nice and inspiring

and substantial risks certainly do not contribu-

Today this has resulted in the application of

encounters!

te to the profitability objectives of the banks.

FinTECH methodologies such as data mining,

Leaving Qredits with quite a challenge to do

credit scoring models and online process-dri-

We then often get the question: ‘Can we use or

this in a financially sustainable manner. As a

ven workflows.

buy your IT systems?’ Understandably it seems

not-for-profit organization of course you don’t

ideal to buy a complete ICT package and then

have to make much profit. However, the high

In this publication we describe the develop-

be ready in one go. Unfortunately, it is not that

handling costs as a result of personal attention

ment of Qredits and the evolution of our ICT

easy. IT support needs to be customized and

and flexibility, a microfinance organization’s

environment. We do hope this will inspire you.

the degree of automation needs to fit in with

hallmark feature, remain as do the high risks.

Not for you to copy everything or rebuild it,

the culture of the organization. The correct use

but for you to gradually make the use of digital

of IT applications depends foremost on the in-

At the start in 2009 we only had five peop-

techniques part of the DNA of your organiza-

novation drive within the organization and of

le and no ICT system yet. We used Excel re-

tion. This is the most important condition to

its employees. It’s not so much about the sys-

ports for everything. What we did have was

make processes more efficient and to develop

tems themselves! Qredits’ development is a re-

drive and vision to streamline and automa-

new services for our customers all the whi-

al-life example of this.

te the operational processes. Our goal was to

le maintaining personal contact as one of the

make our back-office processes as efficient

highest priorities. Because that is what is es-

Qredits was founded in 2009 for the purpose

as possible so we could focus most of our at-

sential about a microfinance organization, that

of promoting entrepreneurship in the Nether-

tention on personal contact with our custo-

is Microfinance 2.0: a Data-Driven High-Touch

lands and creating chances for (aspiring) entre-

mers. We were willing to use any technique

Approach!

preneurs who do not have access to commerci-

available at the time. Advanced IT was not

al loans and are financially excluded. Through

necessarily the end goal we had in mind, ho-

Enjoy and be inspired through the reading of

microcredit Qredits wants to help them reali-

wever, it started to become part of our Qredits

this publication.

ze their dreams. This usually concerns small

DNA. This resulted in a web-based workflow

business loans averaging €20,000 for starting

system called MicroNET and later on in the de-
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Elwin Groenevelt
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Executive Summary
“Begin with the end in mind.”
Stephen Covey, “Seven Habits of HighlyEffective People”: Habit Number Two
The second of Stephen Covey’s habits of highly-effective people is based on imagination:
the ability to envision what you cannot yet
see with your eyes. All things are created
twice: first mentally and then physically. Beginning with the end in mind means starting

taining the key features of microfinance ap-

tory of its digital journey that underpins that

While technology dominates Qredits opera-

proach to lending.

success. You will also learn where and how the

tions and defines its modus operandi, not all

push towards technology was engrained in

of its activities will be automated and digita-

Qredits, from its inception, has banked on

the mindset of Qredits’ leadership and opera-

lized. Qredits strongly believes in retaining

the intensive use of technology, all the while

tionalized by staff. Furthermore, you will get a

a human touch and personal contact with

retaining the personal ‘high-touch’ character

glimpse into the pragmatic approach to tech-

clients to the extent that is needed and ex-

of microfinance where needed. It also applied

nology that Qredits applied that led to both

pected by clients. The organization draws a

technology to its business development servi-

using the most efficient methods and learning

line as to how far technology will be applied

ces offered through e-learning, mentoring and

from the mistakes and failures of others.

in relation to client relations: the personal

an Academy Program. The unique vision of the

and human touch is here to stay.

Founder, combined with consistent application

The report goes on to describe how Qredits

of technology, has led Qredits to become one

applied technology to make its operational

Much can be learned from Qredits’ ten years

of the most innovative and forward-thinking

processes efficient and productive, and how

of experimenting and innovating. The con-

al vision that you had in mind.

microfinance organizations in Europe.

smart application of technology optimized

cluding section of this report offers food for

the customer experience. The report also de-

thought to other organizations who might

This second habit effectively encapsulates how

This report describes the origins of Qredits

scribes how technology engages and works

be considering a deeper dive into techno-

and tracks its development through three key

for various stakeholders of Qredits, making

logy-driven microfinance operations.

phases over the past decade. Each phase was

them more closely connected into a collabo-

dits’ experience demonstrates that there is

a natural progression from the previous one

rative network of partners.

not necessarily a contradiction between di-

a project with a clear vision of its direction
and destination, and then continuing to work
to make things happen that realize that initi-

Qredits evolved over its ten-year history, starting with extensive research on the status of
microfinance in Europe at the time. Although
not a new topic globally, microfinance was still
in its infancy in Western Europe, and it struggled to reach the scale and efficiency needed
for institutional sustainability. This is precisely
what Elwin Groenevelt decided to do: build a
sustainable microfinance institution that serves the emergent early-stage entrepreneurs in
the Netherlands, reaches meaningful scale and
operates with high efficiency while main-
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in terms of efficiency and sophistication in

Qre-

gital technology and a personal touch, and

the use of technology. At the same time each

Building client capacity to start and manage

that both can be successfully applied for the

marked a significant advance in how the or-

their business is an important part of Qredits’

benefit of clients and the organization alike.

ganization delivered services and advanced

work. Here too, the organization took an un-

towards meeting its overall objectives.

conventional approach to providing business

The appendix provides detailed informati-

development services, services that are more

on on the various types of technologies that

In reading Qredits’ story, you will learn about

comprehensive, more diversified and more

Qredits is using, to illustrate the variety of

the principles that allowed the organization to

technologically-advanced than what other

its technological applications, and how these

evolve to its current state, and map the trajec-

European microfinance institutions offer.

are being applied.
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1. Qredits’ Digital Journey
“Qredits helps entrepreneurs successfully start and invest in their
company. We offer coaching and
knowledge for entrepreneurs in
the Qredits Academy, and we
provide business loans up to
€250,000. Our goal is to make
the dreams of entrepreneurs possible. Relying on the power of
entrepreneurship, the power of a
good idea — we prefer to look to
the future instead of the past.”

Qredits started with a clear purpose and a

needed to meet the real demands on the en-

growth that surpassed initial projections.

vision for the future: to take the best that mi-

trepreneurship market. Qredits focuses on

By mid-2018, Qredits had become one of the

crofinance has to offer and enhance it with

financially-excluded (start-up) entrepreneurs

leading microfinance institutions in Europe.

technology. It is not as much what they wan-

and views the historical lack of smaller loan

Elwin Groenevelt’s vision and drive towards

ted to do, but how they decided to do it, that

sizes as a failure of the market. In the Nether-

innovation has enabled the organization, de-

set Qredits apart from others European mi-

lands, commercial banks are less interested in

spite its unlikely for microfinance location in

crofinance providers. As Elwin Groenevelt,

loans below €250,000, especially when clients

a very high-income country like the Nether-

the Founder and CEO of Qredits maintains:

lack collateral or a lending history.

lands, to start offering its clients services

www.qredits.nl

now were in their infancy. That said, Qredits
recognized that technology would drive scale

Holland). I think that this notary (like many

Unlike other microfinance organizations in

and growth. Qredits approached each task or

others at the time) never realized that Qre-

Europe, Qredits recognized early on the importance of technology and digital solutions
to what the organization sought to accomplish. Its goal was to build an alternative
funding source for the entrepreneurial market that had been neglected by banks in the
Netherlands, and to do so efficiently and at
a scale unseen in other microfinance operations at that time.
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“If you do not think about the future, you

through online tools and mobile applications

have no future.”

integrated with internal operational systems
and processes.

When Qredits was conceived in the late 2000’s,
the technological landscape was different
than today. The iPhone had just arrived on the
scene, and digital solutions as we know them

If you do not think about
the future, you have no future.
Elwin Groenevelt

“On October 31, 2008,” remembers Elwin, “I
walked into the notary office Stotijn in De
Wijk to set up the Foundation Qredits Microkrediet in Nederland (Qredits Microcredit in

project with a clear vision of the desired di-

After its first six years, during which time

dits would become so successful and would

rection and destination and experimented in

striving for financial sustainability was its

be a trendsetter for the alternative finance

a flexible way to achieve those goals.

primary focus, Qredits began to increasingly

market for entrepreneurs in the Netherlands.

focus on other socially excluded groups such

Not to mention our best-practice status in

Atypically for the European microfinance mar-

as migrants, students and people living on

Europe and our beautiful offices in the Carib-

ketplace, Qredits offers loans of up to €250,000

welfare benefits. This increased the outre-

bean. We set out on a journey and we never

(although its loan sizes average €24,000). Even

ach and social focus of the organization.

expected the success that we achieved.”

high by prevailing standards of the day, but

Using technology and moving up from the

Today, Qredits operates in the microfinance

Qredits maintains that this was what was

lowest end of the credit market created

space that is known for personalized services

its initial maximum loan size of €35,000 was

1 Het kleinbedrijf Grote motor van Nederland, McKinsey and Company Nederland (2014)
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2. Qredits: A Microfinance Institution
for often poorer clients. It has put itself squarely

and providing coaching and educational pro-

2.1 Company Background

on a digital path that follows the prevailing trends

grams to clients. In October 2018, Qredits founded

Launched in January 2009, Qredits is a soci-

and technological developments yet has not beco-

its international arm of the business Qredits In-

al enterprise that supports entrepreneurs in

me a FinTech company. Instead, it combines the

ternational. Its first initiative was an investment

the Netherlands to successfully start or in-

‘high-touch’ approach with technology to create

in MFI Oportunitas S.L. in Barcelona (Spain).

vest in their business by offering business

the best outcomes for clients and the institution.

loans up to €250,000. It also helps entrepre-

“We will never be fully automated”, says Vincent

This case study traces the development of Qre-

neurs to build their business skills through its

Stulen (Qredits’ Manager of IT and Innovation)

dits from its very beginning, when it entered the

coaching, e-learning and Academy services.

who, together with Elwin, has been spearheading

microfinance market with a different vision and

To date Qredits has delivered almost 15,000

the organization’s technological development.

a different appetite for technology. It is a story of

loans totaling over €326 million, making it the

a visionary founder and leader, told through the

largest alternative lender for entrepreneurs in

Qredits, now almost 90 employees strong, has

achievements of his creation. With his dedicated

the Netherlands. Currently it employs almost

over the past ten years served tens of thousands

team, Elwin built a different type of microfinance

90 staff and works with 600 volunteer entre-

of entrepreneurs, offering loans of up to €250,000,

organization in Europe.

preneurial coaches. In the Caribbean, since
2015 Qredits is active through local Qredits
offices on Bonaire, Aruba, Saint Maarten and
Curaçao. So far, approximately 450 loans have
been disbursed on the islands.
Qredits is based in Almelo, and has 5 branch
offices in Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Weert,
Barneveld and Meppel. It is a private foundation, founded by a group of public and private partners, including:
• Three commercial banks (ABN AMRO,
ING Nederland and Rabobank)
• The Ministry of Social Affairs and
Employment

Qredits in the Caribbean
In 2015 Qredits started activities on Bonaire
which has the status of municipality of Holland. Qredits was formally asked by the local
government of Bonaire to start lending activities there to give a positive impulse to entrepreneurship and the economy on the island.
Qredits received a grant from the Ministry of
Internal Affairs of Holland which supported
this idea. The activity started with one loan
officer on Bonaire; the back office was totally
handled in Holland (Qredits Almelo); a very
efficient approach. In 2019 Qredits Bonaire
has already provided 150 microloans (max $
50,000), now with two loan officers.
The news of the success spread quickly to the
other Caribbean islands in the Dutch Kingdom: in 2017 Qredits opened a branch on Aruba and Sint Maarten, and in 2018 on Curacao. The operational model is everywhere the
same: a grant of $200k from the local government to cover the operational costs for the first
two years; a small office with 2-3 loan officers;
and back-office operations (risk management,
administration) being done from Holland. The
main goal is to be financially sustainable after two years (with a loan portfolio of $2.5mln)
and create social impact through job creation
and reduction of the social welfare burden.
Up to 2018 the four branches on the Caribbean
provided 450 business loans ($ 13mln) and this
will increase with 250 annually from 2019 on.

• The Ministry of Economic Affairs
10
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Qredits’ vision is to build a strong and independent entrepreneurship culture in the
Netherlands by providing financing, mentoring and tools for micro-entrepreneurs who
have a viable business plan, yet are unable
to obtain credit from conventional lending
institutions. Its mission is to:
• Stimulate new business start-ups

In addition to funding, Qredits offers business

ded 800 times per month. Qredits also offers

development services (BDS) that help new en-

free templates (that are downloaded 150 times

trepreneurs with their startup businesses.

daily), white papers, mentoring, and evening

Qredits developed a unique e-learning course

classes for new entrepreneurs on business plan

‘How to write a business plan’ for new entre-

development. By charging a “personal mento-

preneurs, which guides them to write a unique

ring fee” (€200 per year) Qredits is able to offer

and compelling business plan through a step-

BDS as a sustainable product line.

by-step process. This free guide is downloa-

• Help new entrepreneurs make an informed choice for entrepreneurship

Table 1. Evolution of Qredits’ Portfolio (2009-2018)

• Increase the opportunities and survival

Amount
outstanding(€M)
(€M)
Amountissued
issued &
& outstanding

rate for new businesses
• Provide opportunities for entrepreneurs
to become financially/economically independent, and
• Bridge the gap for (starting) entrepreneurs to grow into the mainstream
financial sector.
Qredits’ portfolio has grown steadily over time
(see Tables 1 and 2). By December 2018, it had
€150 million in outstanding loans, and a to-

200
158
150

113

100
50
0

27

10 10

9 16

16

2009

2010

2011

20

38

2012

43
16
2013

Amount issued yearly

54
28

2014

88

72
37

44

2015

2016

80
55

2017

2018

Outstanding

tal of €326 million disbursed to almost 14,000
entrepreneurs from its inception. Annual disbursement in 2018 was more than five times
greater than in 2009, and the portfolio at risk
(90 days overdue) is about 7 percent annually.
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Table 2. Cumulative Portfolio Structure (December 2018)
Loan Products

Number of Loans

Amounts Disbursed (€)

Microcredit
Microloans
Flexible loans
Total Microcredit

12.579
1.643
14.222

233.097.245
23.155.000
256.252.245

Other Loan Products
SME loans
Mortgage
Other loans
Total Other Loan Products

630
47
20
697

57.502.828
4.846.000
1.765.000
64.113.828

TOTAL

14.919

320.366.073

Table 3. Cumulative Portfolio by Location (December 2018)
Location

Number of Loans

Amounts Disbursed (€)

The Netherlands
Bonaire
Aruba
St. Maarten
Curaçao

14.441
153
93
167
65

306.307.203
4.121.294
3.950.500
3.827.077
2.160.000

TOTAL

14.919

320.366.074
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2.2 Entering the Microfinance
Marketplace: A Different Company

projects located throughout the country.

Early Experimentation

stage — with little to show for by way of

In the early 2000’s, discussions about the

results or impact.

Each was small-scale, localized, and early-

potential introduction of microfinance within
Western Europe began having increased

Enter Elwin Groenevelt

prominence (having long been been limited to

Elwin Groenevelt got involved in microfinan-

so-called developing countries). At that time,

ce while working at Fortis Bank. He started

microfinance was viewed as a social finance

his financial services career in 1996 as a ma-

innovation and an alternative to grants and

nagement trainee at Credit Lyonnais Bank in

subsidies historically used to stimulate new

the Netherlands. He advanced his banking

entrepreneurship

self-employment.

career by becoming a Corporate Account

The Eastern European microfinance mar-

Manager at Generale Bank. Following the

ket had, by that point, matured to the point

bank’s merger with Fortis, Elwin worked as

of achieving financial sustainability, but

a Branch Manager, later advancing to District

operated on different principles and served

Manager, and in 2004 to Regional Director

and

In 2016 Qredits began to offer a comprehen-

The number of jobs for graduates of vocati-

a different target market, focusing instead

Business Banking of the Eastern part of the

sive entrepreneurial education program to

onal school is shrinking. At the same time

on existing micro- and small businesses.

Netherlands.

vocational schools. The strategy is based on

self-employment and startups are much

The challenge in Western Europe was how

the fact that many students have to start a

more popular among young people than

to support new and early-stage businesses

Elwin’s interest in microfinance began in

business after school. The labour market in

ever before.

in a sustainable way as there were not many

2004, when his close friend mentioned he

programs doing that.

could not obtain a small loan of €5,000 to

Holland is changing fast. More people have

start a business, despite his financial track

to become self-employed because many

The program includes an e-learning app, a

companies outsource their activities, for

workbook, field visits and (if needed) a stu-

In the Netherlands at the time, the debate on

record and educational achievements. Com-

example, the construction sector. Many

dent loan. The program has been launched

microfinance was being led by the Nether-

mercial banks rejected him because the loan

small businesses such as shops or barbers do

in 60 schools and so far, more than 6,000

lands Council for Microfinance, chaired by

amount would not be profitable for them.

not hire employees anymore; rather they part-

students have successfully completed it.

then-Princess (now Queen) Máxima, and

Elwin decided to offer his friend this loan per-

focused on five experimental microfinance

sonally because he trusted him, and he was

ner with other self-employed professionals.
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convinced of his ability to repay. This small

This research uncovered several important fin-

to create an efficient and sustainable organiza-

organically, the organization needed to be

loan was paid back after one year, and the pro-

dings that helped him to formulate the vision

tion. He believed that this high-touch approach

built for scale to serve a sizable number of

ceeds were re-lent to other private clients to set

for the future organization, and that became

should be the defining feature of microfinance.

clients from the outset.

up three other businesses.

the bedrock for Qredits in the years to come.

Everything else should be automated.
7. Market rates: Elwin concluded that interest

Elwin was inspired by Mohammed Yunus’

1. Centralization: Elwin realized that a national

4. Designing for sustainability: Elwin de-

rates should not be too low and subsidized. At

book, The Principles of Microfinance, in which

program would have to be centralized with one

termined that the organization would have

the time, sponsor banks and the Government

Yunus explains that microfinance is based on

office and with people working flexibly around

to be financially sustainable. Microfinance

insisted on low interest rates. Elwin argued

trust and a belief in the skills and capabilities

the country. All other pilot initiatives at that

in Western Europe was (and mostly still is)

that it was not the low interest rate that would

of people. Elwin became strongly convinced

time were regional and separated from each

operating at a loss, supported by donations,

attract clients to the program. In fact those

that commercial banks lost touch with the core

other. They were all loyal to their own offices,

subsidies and other types of funding. Elwin

clients who would come only because of low

principle of credit (the word ‘credit’ derives from

which made their consolidation and integration

developed a sustainability plan to achieve a

rates would most likely be the wrong clients

the Latin word crēdere, which means ‘trust’)

into one national program difficult, if not im-

break-even point within 5 years.

because they were more interested in cheap

and approached the Board of Fortis Bank with

possible.

funding than in starting a viable business.

an idea for a pilot microfinance project in

5. Independence: Elwin knew that the orga-

co-operation with several volunteers from For-

2. Meeting needs: Elwin felt that the program

nization would need to be independent of

8. Flexibility: Elwin believed that clients should

tis Bank. In 2006, during his tenure with Fortis

should support entrepreneurs with loans that

banks and the government to avoid external

be able to apply for and access services when-

Bank, Elwin initiated a successful project called

were meaningful in the context of the Dutch

influences on its policies. Even though the

ever they needed and wanted to, and that the

“Microfinance in the Netherlands”. As a result

economy. Loans of just a few thousand Euros

largest banks in the Netherlands and the

organization would need to offer an online

of this success Elwin was asked to work with

would not support a decent start-up. The initial

Dutch government provided initial financial

system for people to use anytime, anywhere.

the Ministry of Economic Affairs in the Hague

loan ceiling was set at €35,000

when most Eu-

support, Elwin insisted that the funders were

to help set up the first national microfinance

ropean MFIs were lending, on average, less than

not to be part of the board in order to steer

9. Skill-building: Elwin believed in the power

program in the Netherlands.

€10,000 — and the EU had established a maxi-

away from external influences.

of volunteers as part of the mentoring pro-

2

mum for EU-funded microcredit at €25,000.
Research and Vision: 11 Rules for Success

gram. The drive and energy of entrepreneurs,
6. Scale: Elwin realized that the organization

combined with the necessary knowledge

As part of his assignment, Elwin studied se-

3. Designing for efficiency: Elwin knew that

would have to scale up its outreach in order

and skills of seasoned volunteer business

veral types of microfinance projects and ana-

microfinance would need to combine a per-

to have a national impact on its target mar-

mentors could be the key to weather initi-

lyzed the emerging practice in the Netherlands.

sonal client relationship with the technology

ket. Instead of experimenting and growing

al challenges. Elwin decided to use digital

18

2 A typical microloan in Europe at that time was less than €4,000, and in some countries such as France,
MFIs were not allowed to disburse loans of more than €10,000.
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technology to match entrepreneur and

Ready. Steady. Go!

process took longer than anticipated; a problem

nance program for students with the county

mentors through an online ‘dating site’ for

Qredits was registered as a private foundation

compounded by a very high level of client de-

government and the local branch of Rabobank.

mentors (‘coachingsplein’). All mentors use

in January 2009, and soon after opened its

mand when Qredits opened its doors. Within

a specially-developed app which enables

doors to clients. Its initial operational funds

its first six weeks Qredits received 600 applica-

On his arrival at Qredits, he was tasked with

them to network with each other.

of €2 million were provided by the Dutch

tions via mail, fax and email. This was partly

finding a solution to the crisis. Faced with

government (€0.4 million) and three banks

because Qredits opened soon after the finan-

hundreds of hard-copy and digital loan appli-

10. Partnership: Elwin recognized that com-

(Rabo, ABN/AMRO and Fortis) contributing

cial crisis, and also because it received a lot of

cations, Vincent realized that it was ‘mission

mercial banks are important partners for a

€0.4 million each. The government also pro-

national publicity in media as well as support

impossible’. The reality was that while it took

microfinance institution. First, banks can re-

vided funding through a subordinated loan of

from Princess Máxima.

Qredits four weeks to inform applicants that

fer applicants (who they can’t serve because

€15 million. The head office was established

they want a small loan, for instance) to the

in Almelo (in the Eastern part of the country)

Welcome as they were, the organization did not

take far longer to review and assess each pro-

microfinance institution (which increases

due to this being a region with high unem-

have the capacity to process the applications

posal and make a credit decision.

its brand visibility and credibility), and the

ployment rates (and close to where Elwin

within a reasonable timeframe. Staff needed to

microfinance institution can support banks

was based). Qredits began with 5 employees

manually input application data into an Excel

The organization needed a technological

by “graduating” its successful customers so

in 2009, growing to 21 employees at the end

spreadsheet. Given this, initially Qredits nee-

solution to manage the credit process in a

they become bankable (once clients outgrow

of the year. The organizational strategy was

ded four weeks simply to inform clients that

timely and effective manner. It had three

the microfinance organization’s offering).

a centralized back-office and mobile/flexible

their applications had been received and would

options for developing an IT system:

It’s a win-win situation.

loan officers in all areas in the country.

be reviewed in due course. It was an intolerable

• Buy a software package and configure

their application had been received, it would

situation, and a radical remedy was required.
11. Replicability: Elwin was strongly convin-

600 Applications

ced that a successful microcredit model can

From the start, Qredits had a technology

Vincent Stulen, a young microfinance enthu-

be copied and introduced in other Western

budget, and planned to have its internal ope-

siast and a recent graduate from University of

European countries.

rating systems ready on day one. To make

Twente, joined the Qredits team in March 2009.

this happen, Qredits hired an IT company

It was a timely hire. Vincent started working

These eleven principles set the stage for the

with experience developing software appli-

in microfinance in 2006, and in 2007 graduated

creation of a new microfinance organizati-

cations for a small microfinance provider

with a master’s thesis that explored the emer-

on that soon made ripples in the sector and

in Amsterdam to create its internal opera-

ging microfinance industry in the Netherlands.

proved to be a success.

tional system. However, the development

Soon after graduation, he launched a microfi-
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it to meet its needs
• Acquire a core banking system, or
• Design and build an entirely new
and proprietary system.

Within its first six weeks,
Qredits received 600 applications
via mail, fax and email.
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However, Qredits could not find an off-the-

The First System

shelf solution that would serve its needs. Ac-

The first data migration from Excel sheets

quiring a core banking system was expensive

with customer data into the new system was

and cumbersome, and too sophisticated for the

tested at the end of March 2009. At that time,

needs of a simple lending operation. Building

the online application form was launched —

its own system was the only viable option.

and while clients still had the option of submitting paper applications, most applications

The IT supplier that Elwin had initially hired to

were received online, and documents started

develop its internal operating system had expe-

to flow in digital form. The organization’s first

rience building software solutions for smaller

crisis had been averted, and the launch of

MFIs in the Netherlands. However, its inability

what was named ‘MicroNET 1.0’ marked Qre-

to deliver on time was what created the huge

dits’ entry into the digital world.

backlog of unanswered applications in the first
place. The IT supplier was invited to pitch a

Taking into account how long it typically ta-

proposal, but Vincent and Elwin were not con-

kes to develop a workflow system, this fast-

vinced that their idea would work; because the

track development was nothing short of a

provider was relying on external developers

small miracle — but critical for the organizati-

(based in Istanbul), the supplier had little control

on’s reputation and ability to respond to levels

over the design process and could not guaran-

of demand that would have otherwise proved

tee there would not be delays). To speed things

to be overwhelming.

up Qredits cut out the middleman and brought
the project manager from Istanbul to Almelo for

After this initial effort, the organization ex-

three weeks. Where Vincent created the first vi-

tended and improved the original platform. It

sual screens of the system, the project manager

evolved over time as new technological solu-

was able to immediately build the functionali-

tions emerged and new devices were introdu-

ties. Having the developer on site full-time en-

ced. However, the core framework for future

sured a constant dialogue between teams and

growth remained the same.

helped to build the first bridges between the
business’ needs and its IT solution.
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3. Digital Journey Timeline
From the outset, Qredits’ digital journey

Early consolidation (2010–2011)

Company-wide digitization (2018–)

was founded on the principle of using tech-

Early consolidation led to rebuilding Micro-

The most recent stage focuses on data-driven

nology wherever it could be applied. This

NET to create more scope for Qredits staff

processes, adopting innovations from other

includes the customer interface, internal

to set up and develop their own workflows,

sectors (e.g. FinTech), offering full-service ap-

processes, and business support for clients.

including automated emails, status changes,

plications on any device, anywhere, anytime

This journey shows how Qredits evolved

and ability to send text messages to clients.

(mobile, tablet, computer). Qredits launched

over time and how different parts of its di-

Also, the data-model was rebuilt from scratch

a FinTech process based on a combination

gital architecture expanded into a complex

to reach more scalability and efficiency. The

of technological innovations that have not

system that combined several platforms

key focus in this period was on efficiency:

been available in the past (distance digital

and numerous applications.

how to do more work with the same number

identification, data-driven risk scoring, di-

of staff.

gital contracting and video calling). Qredits

3.1 Qredits Timeline

was able to substantially raise its loan appro-

Table 4 lays out the major milestones for

Integration (2012–2017)

Qredits as an organization, as well as its

This

services

Although it may be too early to make a full

technology and products offered to custo-

and products and automating operational

assessment on the impact of these changes,

mers. From a technology point of view it is

sub-processes. At this stage, all information

initial results are very promising.

possible to divide Qredits’ story into several

was cloud based and available throughout

chapters:

the organization, and there were no more Ex-

included

developing

val percentage without taking on more risk.
new

cel-based processes within Qredits. It crea-
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First application of technology (2008–2009)

ted new BDS services and new loan products,

Its technology had to support the basic

and a new customer platform (‘MijnQredits’

needs of the organization with the idea of

or ‘My Qredits’) for existing and returning

digitalizing all key processes. During this

customers. In addition, it introduced a series

time it developed the first system for custo-

of data-integrations between applications

mer information (MicroNET 1.0). The focus

and links to external data sources. Also Risk

was on transparency and reporting to get

scoring algorithms were developed and im-

insights on the business process.

plemented.

Table 4 (on the next page) identifies major milestones
in the digital journey of Qredits looking at organizational
development, technology application and products
offered to customers.
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2009

2008

Qredits’ Activities: Organization,
Technology and Products
Period

Organization

October

Qredits registered
Grant of €2 million by government and three commercial banks			
€15 million subordinated loan funding by government
CRM in Excel
First mentoring program

First microloan disbursed

March

Development of MicroNET
MicroNET goes 1.0 live
Loan applications accepted via website

600 applications

		
April
Introduction Qredits Rating

Development Excel-based rating model

16 employees

Coaching Square 1.0

March

€2 million funding (EIF)

Rebuild application module (2)

June

European Good Practice award

July

€10 million disbursed, 509 loans

MicroNET 2.0 (Workflow manager)
€30 million funding: Syndicate of banks and Bank Nederlandse Gemeenten

November

1,000 loans disbursed

December

€20 million disbursed

Progress guarantee
26 employees
		
March
€2 million funding: EIF
April

2011

Free excel based financial plan template

Digital logbook for mentors

December

August

Free business plan template
100 loans disbursed

October

26

Products

January
Office opened in Almelo
		

June

2010

Technology

Status Public Benefit Organization (ANBI) (retroactively)

September

Central system for projects and tasks (Basecamp)

November

Merger with mentoring foundation ‘Eigen Baas’

December

35 employees

Max. loan size increases from €35K to €50K

Workplaces migrate to Citrix private cloud
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Period

Organization

2014

2013

2012

January
March

First national mentoring day Qredits

September
December

47 employees

January

3 volunteer regional coordinators mentoring

2015
2016

Products

Introduction of Salesforce
Development e-learning platform

Referral pages for intermediaries
Launch e-learning service

Rebuild application module (3)

MijnQredits for coaches

Social performance monitoring automated

€50 million disbursed

MicroNET 3.0
MicroNET used by credit unions

June

New Coaching square (2.0)

September

Development MicroNET with new Dutch Partner

November

€45 million funding: Ministry

December

50 employees

Max. loan size increases to €150K
First SME loan

		

First customer Mobile App
Integrated external data sources
Data warehouse

Introduction of educational programme
First international e-learning (Italy)

December

Rebuild application module (4)

€100 million disbursed

€30 million funding: Banks and insurance companies
59 employees

April
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Technology

Reporting through data warehouse
Start development of Qredits-scorecard

September

COSME guarantee

October

Start Qredits Caribbean with branch on Bonaire		

December

€100 million funding: EIB
First profit after provisioning (€172K)
59 employees

January

Start PHD research on Impact of Microfinance in the Netherlands

Max. loan size increases to €250K

First Caribbean loan

Core banking system for Loan Administration

May

MicroNET 4.0

First evening classes for entrepreneurs

June

Introduction of MijnQredits.nl

First flex loan product

September

First mortgage product

October

Introduction of management team

December

Achieve compliance with EU Code of Good Conduct for Microfinance Providers
57 employees
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Organization

Technology

2018

2017

January

Products

New workflow management module MicroNET

April

Qredits branch on Aruba

May

Introduction of Qredits scorecard for loan applications

October

Qredits branch on St. Maarten
Pilot-fast track screening

November

Second office in Almelo

December

72 employees

First bootcamp for entrepreneurs

Digital contracting and identification
Video screening

Educational programs for schools
10,000 loans disbursed

January		
		

Rebuild application module (5)
Start soft-loan project on Sint Maarten after
Start sending payment links through WhatsApp (Tikkie)
the Hurricane Irma

April

Qredits branch on Curaçao

Mobile app for mentors
New screening module

July

Qredits International B.V.
Qredits invests in IMF Oportunitas SL (Spain)

Mobile app for customers
Rebuild application module (6)

November
December

New portal for intermediaries

Oportunitas adopts Qredits processes and IT
MicroNET International live
85 employees

Workplaces in Office365 + private cloud

3.2 Evolution of Data Collection

While information was collected digital-

Qredits’ data collection and analysis process

ly from the outset, at each stage the orga-

has evolved over time. It collects personal

nization added more information sources

information about the customer, as well as

and more analytical capabilities to further

information about the proposed or existing

automate those credit decisions. Figures 1-3

business enterprise.

trace the evolution of the system.
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€250 million disbursed

€300 million disbursed

European Good Practice award

Period

Data collection
Credit risk assessment
Qredits

Personal information

Identity check (VIS)

Debt registry (BKR)

Experience
/ competences
Debt history
Personal finances
Financial guarantees

Debt registry (BKR)

Mentoring

and most elaborate, credit review process

ween stages two and three is the additional

— with the use of big data and analytical

automated predictive risk score in the appli-

tools such as delinquency and total loss pre-

cation process and continuous automated

dictors, as well as more elaborate business

monitoring throughout the life of the loan.

assessment tools. The biggest change betApplication

Initial
Assessment

Business information

Business plan
Financial plan
Annual reports
/ financials

Screening

Riskassessment

Loan offer

Business activities
Market conditions
Marketing plan
Credit need
Collateral
Operating budget
/ cashflow

Figure 1. Data Collection - Stage One

Credit
monitoring

Figure 2. Data Collection - Stage 2

Payment
experiences

Collect CoC
registration

In the beginning (Figure 1), business data

prietary scoring model. Once approved, the

obtained from the loan application and the

applicant was assigned to a loan offer and

accompanying documents (such as business

at that moment the (new) business was ve-

plan, financial statements, annual reports,

rified with the Chamber of Commerce. After

etc.) were assessed by the loan officer for

the client accepts the loan offer, the loan is

completeness and accuracy, and personal

disbursed to their bank account.

information about the applicant and their
identity were verified with the credit bureau

This basic process is still in use by Qredits,

and other sources. Once reviewed, the loan

although it has gradually improved and ad-

application proceeded to risk assessment

ded more data sources and data checks al-

whereby it was scored using Qredits’ pro-

ong the way. Figure 3 shows the current,
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Debt registry (BKR)

Personal information

Address check

Bankruptcy (EDR)
Debt restructuring (EDR)
Debt collection (EDR)
Payment score (EDR)
Property registry (EDR)

Debt registry (BKR)

Data collection
Credit risk assessment
Qredits

Identity check (VIS)

Fraud registry (EVA)

Experience
/ competences
Debt history
Personal finances
Financial guarantees

Bankruptcy (EDR)
Debt restructuring (EDR)
Debt collection (EDR)
Payment score (EDR)
Property registry (EDR)

Annual survey

Mentoring

MicroNET, now on its 6th iteration, compiles

hand, collects all non-loan data and registers

all information needed by loan officers and

all non-loan processes. All these applications

acts as the master loan data repository. Mi-

form an interconnected data system that can

croNET is linked to over 10 different appli-

be used by all users at any point in time.

cations or data sources, one of which is CBloans, a core banking system.

Application

Initial
Assessment

Business information

Riskassessment

Loan offer

tem is illustrated in Figures 4-6.

Credit
monitoring

Loans information can be viewed in MicroNET in real-time. Salesforce, on the other

Business plan
Financial plan
Annual reports
/ financials

Chamber of Commerce
data

Screening

The evolution of the internal operating sys-

Business activities
Market conditions
Marketing plan
Credit need
Collateral
Operating budget
/ cashflow

Company info (D&B)
Payment score (D&B)
Bankruptcy score (D&B)
Debt collection (D&B)

Payment
experiences

CoC-data

Collect CoC
registration

Delinquency Predictor (D&B)
Financial Stress Score (D&B)
Total Loss Predictor (D&B)

© Qredits Project office 2015 // February 2015 // version 1.5

Figure 3. Data Collection - Stage 3

3.3 Evolution of Internal Systems

Developed in 2009, MicroNET was histori-

Since its introduction, Qredits’ internal ope-

cally the centerpiece of the internal system.

rations system has also evolved significant-

Later the system evolved to include a data

ly. The system consists of three parts, each

warehouse (for compiling all the data and

designated for different users: customers,

facilitating multi-stakeholder reporting), a

staff and other users (coaches, funders, re-

series of websites (13 in all) including My Qre-

searchers, etc.). The key principle driving

dits (MijnQredits) and two apps for clients, and

the system’s design is that all employees,

Salesforce, which has become the main appli-

customers, and stakeholders should have

cation for business development services.

access to the information they need.
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Figure 4. Internal Operating System - Stage 1
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Learning MS

qreditscoach.nl
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Payment module

view, withdraw, pay back

formulieren
qredits.com
internationaal

Loan application
module

betaalmodule

MĳnQredits

Chat

1.000

Coach square
2 Mobile
Apps

Coachportal

qredits.nl

500

Partnerportal

Reporting
/ Analysis

External registry checks
CoC, Creditscore, D&B, fraud, Postcal code

10

Faillissementsregister

300.000

Microvoices

uniek/jaar

AFAS

Kamer van
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BKR
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Datawarehouse

krediet

SMS module
40

krediet
coaching
e-learning
sjablonen
nieuwsbrief

20

Rapportage
/ Analyse

Risk modules:

Proces & workflow
Voor krediet, coaching, tools
gebruikersdashboards
overzichtschermen
rapportages
automatische e-mails
automatische statuswijzigingen
Workflowmanagement
Rechtenstructuur

Figure 5. Internal Operating System - Stage 2
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Monitoringtools

Monitoring
tools

485.000

intake/assessment, Screening,
Risk management

visitors/year

Event
management

Screening tools
Credit
management

Credit

Task
management

Coaching
Academy
EigenBaas

text-message, Outlook-integration,
e-mail, doc generation

Loan
administration

Marketing
Cloud
e-learning platform

95

50

Communication
Voor krediet, coaching, tools

Task
management

Risk
scorecards

Data warehouse

Customer Service
Center

+ tableau reporting tool

Figure 6. Internal Operating System - Stage 3
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4. Catalysts for the Digital Push
Numerous internal and external factors

he identifies businesses opportunities and

organization to achieve gains in the long-

shaped the organization’s attitude towards

integrates them in a fit-for-future systems

run rather than simply fixing short-term

and use of technology. It is difficult to point

landscape.

problems.

a confluence of various factors made the ap-

Efficiency and Sustainability

Company-wide View of Technology

plication of technology both attractive and

The drive towards efficiency was strong.

Qredits’ digital approach is more than just

necessary.

MFIs in Western Europe were at that time

the use of an operational platform, but a

(and mostly still are) loss-making busines-

strategy that is relevant and embedded

ses. To make Qredits a financially-sustaina-

within every aspect of the organization. It

People

ble institution, it was necessary to reduce

considers how the organization as a whole

Elwin has been the biggest and most in-

operational costs and manage risks — some-

might be impacted by the emerging capabi-

fluential internal driver of the growth and

thing that could only be achieved through

lities of digital solutions, and how the orga-

development of Qredits, applying his entre-

technology. For instance, thanks to techno-

nization can use those new capabilities to

preneurial drive and vision towards creating

logy, Qredits was able to double the size of

enhance its broader business strategy.

a sustainable institution. Despite the initial

the portfolio with only a 30 percent increase

delay, the choice to use technology from the

in the number of loan officers (whereas tra-

Growth Outlook

outset was critical. This was complemented

ditional MFIs would need to increase staff

The growth imperative is another impor-

by smart hiring decisions. Vincent’s arrival

by 100 percent).

tant driver for the use of technology, where

to one single factor that was critical; rather

4.1 Internal Factors

at the company was timely, as was his deci-

the latter improves efficiency and opens the

sion to focus on developing the online client

Business-driven Technology

door to sustainability. To break even, Qre-

application process, despite being hired to

Technology is important and necessary, but

dits needed to achieve scale, something that

setup the back office.

its value has always been viewed from a

was only possible by automating and digi-

business perspective within Qredits. Digital

tizing key aspects of the loan approval and

Vincent, now the IT and Innovations Ma-

solutions and applications are used where-

management processes. Thanks to the or-

nager,

processes

ver it made business sense for the organiza-

ganization’s continuous growth digitization

around major IT developments in alignment

tion, not because a solution was available or

has created new jobs within the organizati-

with Qredits’ overall strategy and goals.

fashionable. Technology is also adopted in

on rather than reducing them.

Mindful of global technological innovations,

a way that is forward-looking, allowing the
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leads

decision-making
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5. Qredits’ Approach to Technology
4.2 External Conditions

be underestimated. Banks curtailed busi-

Qredits takes a pragmatic and opportunis-

ver what tech solutions they use. He also

Banking Environment

ness lending overall, and small businesses

tic approach to technology. The organization

scans the skills that other organizations call

The well-advanced banking sector in the

felt the credit crunch the most. Funding for

scans the technology environment and new

out in their job advertisements. These give a

Netherlands was a factor in adopting novel

new and early-stage businesses dried up

developments and tests available applications

good indication about the types of technolo-

technological approaches to microfinance.

just when Qredits was launched. A lack of

that prove useful. At the same time, the orga-

gies the other organizations are planning or

The majority of the country’s population is

funding when banks withdrew from small

nization is developing its own solutions, whe-

beginning to use.

financially-included; most people have bank

business lending was a strong enabling fac-

re off-the-shelf solutions are not available.

accounts and use financial services. Microfi-

tor for the new organization. Although not a

nance services, therefore, had to match the

direct factor for the digital push, the finan-

5.1 Following the Trends

level of financial services provided by banks

cial crisis contributed to the large volume

Vincent Stulen takes the lead on following

existing solution is a pragmatic choice. If a

and other institutions in terms of sophisti-

of applicants not served by banks, which in

tech trends, although others within the or-

technological solution is useful and can be in-

cation and ease of use. Also, the high level

turn necessitated the use of technology to

ganization also track new developments.

tegrated with the existing systems, then the

of maturity in the banking sector allowed

cope with elevated demand levels.

Vincent has developed a network of people

choice is driven by cost, time and application.

‘in the know’ within and outside of the or-

On the other hand, some solutions need to be

Initial Investors

ganization when it comes to technology with

adapted and reprogrammed to effectively link

The initial investors in the project, including

whom he shares ideas and information. This

with current systems and processes.

Customer Expectations

the Dutch government and private banks,

peer network is a valuable source of know-

Similarly, technology use is widespread,

provided a level of resources sufficient en-

ledge, and an excellent opportunity to vali-

Qredits found that they are using the 80/20

and the population is well-versed in the use

ough to allow Qredits the security it needed

date various applications among other users.

rule quite effectively. In other words: 80 per-

of a number of technological applications.

to plan and lay a solid groundwork for the fu-

This meant that Qredits could develop its

ture, without needing to ‘bootstrap’ its way

Vincent also uses other methods to monitor

ted, and only 20 percent are developed in-

digital options knowing that its clients were

towards growth, as is typical of many start-

trends. He is a member of Holland FinTech ,

house as customized applications. There is

already technologically-savvy and expected

up MFIs. This generous funding enabled Qre-

whose mission is to empower everyone to

no checklist or a set of criteria for the types

a service similar to that which other finan-

dits to invest in technology with a longer

access knowledge and network in the digital

of technology used by Qredits. Choices are

cial institutions provided.

time-horizon and vision. It also meant that

ecosystem. In addition, he keeps an eye on

made based on comparing costs versus pos-

the organization would afford a ‘test-and-

the competition, including FinTechs. He of-

sible gains. Usually, the selection process

Financial Crisis

learn’ approach to pilot various initiatives

ten adopts the guise of a customer seeking

starts with a concept proposal: a one-pa-

The role of the financial crisis of 2008 cannot

and retain those that proved useful.

services from other organizations to disco-

ge document with text and graphics to

Qredits to make its loan payments and disbursements through bank accounts.
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5.2 Adopt, Adapt, and Create
The choice between adopting vs adapting an

cent of its solutions are adopted and adap3

3 https://hollandFinTech.com
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6. Creating Internal Efficiencies
communicate the basics of the concepts and

Some of the key criteria for evaluating tech-

Operational efficiency gains are the main dri-

calculating risk, and other data applications

get people (in the business team) enthusi-

nology trials are:

vers for applying technology in microfinance

so that all employees, especially loan offi-

which faces high transactional and operatio-

cers, have access to all the information they

nal costs in dealing with small credits, risky

need in real-time, anywhere and anytime.

astic about testing the idea. The next step
is to work with developers or technological

• Deciding ahead of time what ‘success’

architects to get a rough estimate of techno-

looks like, so you have clear and useful

businesses and vulnerable clients. The appro-

logical impact and feasibility of the project.

benchmarks for evaluation.

priate digital technologies offer the chance to

The starting point for data collection is the

deliver rapid, responsive and differentiated fi-

client’s loan application process, in which the

nancial services to target clients in a way that

customers provide information about them-

5.3 Experimentation

• Monitoring projects closely, starting to
evaluate as soon as possible.

Experimentation is an important part of

• Adjusting where needed and where pos-

streamlines the internal processes and lowers

selves and their business. The first data in-

how technology is selected and applied in

sible until you’re happy with the results.

costs while offering more products and en-

tegration takes place at that time, as certain

gagement opportunities for clients.

data points (such as location) are automatical-

Qredits. The organization has adopted a

• Using the ‘kill switch’ if goals cannot be

‘test-and-learn’ approach. These rules ap-

reached, even with further adjustment.

ply equally to external solutions as well as

Not everything is going to work.

to their own developments that are tested
in-house.

• Keeping investment levels low in the

ly verified with an online address repository
Qredits has banked on and invested in mo-

and the Chamber of Commerce database.

dern technologies for its internal operations

experimental phase. As soon as you

while maintaining the key personal relati-

MicroNET is the centerpiece of all systems

are happy with the initial outcome, try

onships with clients that are typical of micro-

that collect and integrate data. A number of

Not all ideas prove successful. One example

to integrate the project with the core

finance institutions. These technologies have

integrations have been introduced internal-

of an experiment that did not work out is

systems to make sure that the processes

centered around the extensive use of data,

ly between MicroNET and other parts of the

Qmmunity, an online platform for micro-en-

are efficient and there will be a low (or

application of credit scoring, and integration

systems (CBloans, Salesforce, website, MyQre-

trepreneurs. The goal was to bring Qredits

better no) risk of manual errors.

of data systems and operational processes

dits, etc.) and externally with data from the

entrepreneurs together into a peer-to-peer

through a well-networked and consolidated

Credit Bureau, the Chamber of Commerce,

network, to collaborate and share solutions

operational system with MicroNET acting as

commercial data providers, fraud records, etc.

to common challenges with each other. Yet

the core system.

These integrations ensure that all relevant in-

the potential users did not find it useful,
and platform activity levels were low. After

Not all ideas prove succesful.

6.1 Interlinking Systems and Data

formation is collected and shared throughout
the system. MicroNET feeds all relevant infor-

5 months, and several attempts to ‘activate’

Qredits created a 360° customer view to have

mation directly into the workflow processes

entrepreneurs, the idea was ditched.

full information about a client in one place.

from the appropriate sources (such as the na-

The overall objective is to efficiently collect

tional debt registration system, loan adminis-

and store data for monitoring, reporting,

tration or third-party data suppliers).
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6.2 Credit Scoring

After analysing different providers and hol-

In 2014, Qredits identified the need to in-

ding initial meetings with a short-list of

troduce more flexible loan products. Clients

eight providers, Qredits ran a pilot with a

seeking working capital loans would be bet-

few of the most promising ones to see the

ter-served with a product that allowed them

predictive power of this data. The main goal

to withdraw and repay funds when they

of the pilot was to understand whether ex-

needed to, and as often as they needed to,

ternal data sources could predict risk before

for effective cash flow management.

Qredits could see the early risk signs.

To develop such a product Qredits faced several challenges. One of them was the inability to effectively track risk in their existing portfolio. While traditional banks are

To develop such a product
Qredits faced several challenges.

able to trace a client’s turnover through his/
her bank account, Qredits didn’t have access
to detailed transactional information about

During the pilot Qredits reviewed its cur-

third-party bank accounts.

rent portfolio of loans that had been active
for at least 18 months by that point. Using

Figure 7. Credit Management and Monitoring Module in MicroNET

Data collection

the repayment history of these loans, it was

Qredits started looking for alternatives to

possible to establish when the first warning

tracking bank accounts and found exter-

signs occurred. These same loans were also

nal data suppliers. In the Netherlands, se-

checked against external data providers to

veral commercial and non-commercial or-

understand whether they saw any risk signs

ganizations provide data about people and

and if so, at what point. If external data pro-

companies. E.g. data about properties, debt

viders could spot risks before Qredits could,

registration, bankruptcy, fraud, address-in-

their data had predictive power in terms of

formation are collected by those companies

potential default.

and made available for third parties.
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wouldn’t need to spend time copying data

Data overload

from different sources. This was important

By 2015, Qredits employees were more accusto-

for improving efficiency and reducing errors

med to using the new data sources in the de-

made during manual data manipulation.

cision-making process, but felt that efficiency
was still a problem. Making better risk insights

In fact, once the data integration was com-

cost the loan officer and risk manager more

plete, it turned out to be most useful in the

time and effort. The vast amount of data was

application stage, since in this stage, diffe-

overwhelming: in some cases over 1,200 data

rent employees are involved in getting to

variables were available, which all could indi-

know the customer. Those employees can

cate a potential risk. Drawing conclusions out

spent the necessary time to analyse the col-

of this haystack of data points wasn’t easy, and

lected data and can identify risk signs. Du-

the usability of the data depended on the ana-

ring the loan tracking the loan officer won’t

lytic abilities of the individual loan officer. Also,

have sufficient time to analyse the incoming

loan decisions became very subjective, since

data, which makes it less useful.

they were influenced by the loan officer’s prior
experiences with other clients. The initial goal

Figure 8. MicroNET module for importing external data from several providers

Manual checks to see whether we have all

to use data to monitor risks for a new flexible

the related persons in sight, are very im-

loan product remained unmet, given that the

portant in this early stage. E.g. the applicant

loan officer could rarely analyse the data in a

might not have uploaded information about

timely manner. Another approach was needed.

a second entrepreneur in the company, this
entrepreneur needs to be added manually.

Risk models

As a result of this pilot three external data

The next step was to integrate the external

providers were selected, based on the pre-

data into the core loan processes. One of the

dictability power of data as well as the costs

findings of the pilot was that the data was

The collection of data is processed through

scoring model based on all available data.

of acquiring the data. Since unique data was

not only useful for monitoring the perfor-

Application Programming Interfaces (API’s)

Building statistical scoring models required

available from different providers, Qredits

mance of existing customers, but also for

and can be triggered both automatically and

in-depth

chose to work with more than one to increase

assessing new applications. The data was

manually. For efficiency reasons most work

have, so it turned to Dun & Bradstreet for

the predictive power.

integrated with MicroNET so that employees

is done automatically, although a manual

help. Dun & Bradstreet is one of the three

option is included so Qredits employees can

data providers chosen from the data pilot,

Qredits decided to develop its own risk

expertise

that

Qredits

didn’t

do extra checks on the fly.
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and so it already had solid knowledge about

financials, or only have financial projecti-

Qredits’ specific needs. The model that was

ons. Therefore, assessing the potential risk

developed differs from traditional banking

of these customers must be based not on

scores, as shown in the pictures below.

numbers but on the entrepreneurs, their
knowledge, experience and networks.

Typically, 70 percent of Qredits’ clients are
start-up companies. These (potential) en-

Qredits worked with Dun & Bradstreet to

trepreneurs do not yet have any company

develop two different risk scores: an acceptance score and a behavioural score.
Figure 10. The risk assessment of a Microfiance entrepreneur should focus more on the entrepreneur. Usually there is no collateral.

Traditional scoring by banks is focusing on the business and especially f inancials and collateral.

Figure 9. Traditional scoring by banks is focusing on the business and especially financials and collateral.			
Usually there is no collateral.

Figure 11. 70% of Qredits’ customers are start-up companies
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Qredits’ acceptance score is used in the ear-

hly based on both internal and external data.

ly stage of the application process in order to

The goal is to detect early warning signs so

estimate the potential risk of customers de-

that employees can contact the customer and

faulting during loan repayment. The score is

discuss potential issues and challenges to loan

determined long before in-person screening

repayment, if any, before they actually occur.

by the loan officer. Scores range from 1–10,

This score gives Qredits valuable insights into

and are fed into the loan officer’s decisi-

risk at the individual loan level, but also on

on-making process. A lower score (between

a portfolio basis, which makes it possible to

1–5) means the loan officer needs to be extra

predict overall risks, or risks within specific

alert to identify risks. A score of 7 or higher

parts of the portfolio — for example by year of

triggers access to the FastTrack screening

loan origination, or risk differentials between

process (see Section 6.3). Applications will

start-ups versus existing entrepreneurs.

never be rejected based on the score.
Both scorecards were developed with the
help of external statistics experts through

This score gives Qredits
valuable insights into risk at
the individual loan level, but
also on a portfolio basis...

a well-documented process. The statisti-

Figure 12. Development timeline of the Qredits risk model

cal power of the scorecards was proven by
back-testing on historical data from approved

One of the main discussions around the

insights into the risk of loan customers,

and rejected applications. The models are

use of these scores, was how to focus on

that it became the basis for the develop-

built in a modular fashion, which means

and select the right customer. Qredits does

ment of the Flexible loan, which was intro-

that Qredits can add new data in the futu-

not believe in scores or computer systems

duced in summer 2016.

re. For example data directly from banks

that autonomously decide about a loan ap-

(will become available through the new

plication. The data and the score are very

6.3 FastTrack Application Process

The behavioural score is used to evaluate

European Payment Service Directive (PSD2)

useful though as tools for the loan officer

In October 2017 Qredits piloted a new loan

customers during the loan repayment pe-

in 2019), linking in with bookkeeping sys-

and risk manager. The Fast Track applica-

product with a faster approval process. It

riod to give an indication of the risk that a

tems, and social profiling could be interes-

tion process is a good example of how the

combined several technological innovations

customer may fall into arrears within the

ting options to improve the statistical power

application score was implemented. The

to create a secondary application process

next 18 months. The score is updated mont-

of the scores in the future.

behavioural scorecard gave Qredits enough

track, focusing on processing speed and
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efficiency. Historically Qredits visited all

finance organizations, Qredits thinks their tar-

In January 2018 the pilot results were

increase processing speed and efficiency.

customers at their business or home. This

get group cannot be fully serviced without a

evaluated. Loan officers that took part in

However, to keep risk levels low, only

visit has been the keystone of the screening

home visit. The personal touch is needed, and

the pilot gave enthusiastic feedback, sta-

applications scoring a 7 (out of 10) are eli-

process, because it provides important in-

this is one of Qredits’ unique selling points.

ting that they typically had no doubts eva-

gible for the FastTrack process.

sights into the daily reality of the entrepre-

luating a loan after a 30-minute call with

neur. At the same time the home visit is also

Pilot Phase

a customer—and when they did, they still

Identification and Digital Signing

the most time-consuming and costly part of

Given this, Qredits asked themselves ano-

had the option of a follow-up site visit.

iDIN is a service offered by Dutch banks

the screening process. Eliminating the visit

ther question: “Can we identify applications

Also, customers seemed to be happy with

that allows consumers to use their bank’s

would save time, but dropping this aspect of

early in the process that are a lower-risk?”

the possibility of having a video call: the

secure and reliable login methods to iden-

the process has not been an easy decision.

The answer here seemed to be yes. After the

processing speed seemed more important

tify themselves on third-party websites.

first five-minute check of a new application, a

to them than a personal visit—and the ser-

Qredits uses this service to identify their

To establish a FastTrack application process,

loan officer can already say with some degree

vice still seemed personal, albeit provided

customer during the contract signing

Qredits asked the following questions:

of certainty that there is a very good chance

from a distance. Finally, those few custo-

process. Since Qredits doesn’t offer bank

that the loan will be approved. Qredits deci-

mers that preferred a personal visit still

accounts, customers need to have an ac-

ded to start a pilot where these customers

had the option.

count elsewhere. Through iDIN Qredits

• How can we effectively assess risk
without a home visit?

were offered the option of a video call or a

can use the banks’ existing identification

personal visit (in the view that a video call

Rollout of the Product

process, since customers need to perso-

would speed up the process a lot).

While it’s too soon to fully evaluate the

nally identify themselves before opening

• How can we detect fraud?

risks of the FastTrack system, Qredits con-

a new bank account with the institution.

• How can we get the con tract signed

cluded that the advantages outweighed the

The service is offered through third-

drawbacks and decided to take the pilot

party suppliers, who take care of security

to the next step. The pilot was expanded

and the development of customer applica-

to include all loan officers, and the maxi-

tions. In this way, it’s a service that can be

mum loan amount was raised to €25,000.

used anytime, anywhere, which is secure

The process for identification and digi-

and legally-binding.

• How can we identify our customer
without seeing them in person?

in a quick and secure way?
Qredits has had several internal discussions
about the efficiency and speed of the application process in the past, resulting in a number
of improvements. Despite this, the average
application takes 3–4 weeks to process. Considering that many applicants have already
been rejected by banks or other alternative
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Pilot Video CallCall
• Started in October 2017
• Only applications with low-risk score
•
•
•
•
•

(7–10) (see 6.2)
Loans up to max. €15,000
No home visit
Video call using Skype or WhatsApp
Banner shows they work for Qredits
Only some designated loan officers
joined the pilot

tal contract signing was integrated with
MicroNET. Also a special shorter screening
module was developed in MicroNET to
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Figure 14. The “Change Loan” workflow in MicroNET
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Figure 13. This infographic shows the FastTrack application, in use since Spring 2018

6.4 Workflow Management

process was developed to deal with collate-

Qredits developed an advanced workflow ma-

ral management. This was not a desirable si-

nagement center where IT employees can cre-

tuation, since the process was inefficient and

ate workflows manually for the automation of

the data was stored in different places, which

sub-processes. While the core processes have

made reporting impossible.

been part of MicroNET since the beginning,
several subprocesses arose later. For example

With the current workflow management

requests for an additional grace period or a se-

system, an application manager (a Qredits

cond loan were partly managed by e-mail and

employee) is able to configure new proces-

Excel sheets. In a similar way, a stand-alone

ses without the need of a developer. E.g. for a
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6.5 Data Warehouse and Reporting

In 2014, Qredits developed a new Business In-

Qredits also searched for a good reporting

management and stakeholders, to keep them

Qredits uses several applications for loan pro-

telligence (BI) architecture that allowed it to in-

tool. Several were tested, such as Power BI

informed about portfolio risks, commercial

cessing, business development services and

tegrate internal and external data sources. All

from Microsoft. Eventually, software from Ta-

activities etc. Manager dashboards also allow

marketing activities. Data captured in these

data needed for reporting was stored in one sin-

bleau was chosen based on utility and ease of

easy filtering options, e.g. on specific areas,

applications is stored in separate databases.

gle database called a Data Warehouse (DWH).

use for the end-user. This analytics tool allows

loan officers, product type, branches, or the

Although data is easily transferred between

Every 5 seconds, a copy of relevant data is

users to create interactive reports and dash-

possibility of selecting time-frames for spe-

applications, and day-to-day reporting and

pushed to the DWH in a staging area. From

boards. It is also used to create dashboards

cific reports and analysis.

dashboards can be created in the source ap-

there, data is combined and organized in a way

that are shown on TV screens in Qredits’

plications, Qredits identified the need for a

that matches the business processes that use

branch lobbies. The tool generates operatio-

This powerful reporting and data analysis

central data reserve and an easy-to-use over-

those data sources for reporting. Finally, data is

nal reports for risk management, contracting,

tool gives Qredits the opportunity to make

all data reporting tool.

structured, prepared and optimized to make re-

loan officers and marketing. Different types of

strategic decisions and proactively act on ex-

porting easy and logical for the business. In this

periodic reports in PDF format are e-mailed to

pected risk or losses.

Until 2014, reports and analyses were made

process, the full history and origin of the data

with extracted data in Excel, requiring a series

is also captured, with traceable changes that

of manual actions and controls. The sustainabi-

make archiving and auditability possible. Data

lity was ‘fragile’, because reports could only be

itself is not useful yet, unless it is presented in

created and maintained by one person (the data

the right reports and dashboards. This transfor-

analyst). The people managing the business

mation from data into information for operati-

processes depended on the reliability of the

ons and management, happens in close colla-

current reporting system (Excel), and availa-

boration with the managers and end-users of

bility of the data analyst, in order to generate

the reports. A huge benefit of a Data Warehouse

reports. They were not able to create reports by

is that when designed well, it allows data to flow

themselves or do any independent analysis.

to the right places without manual intervention.

Figure 16. In this dashboard Qredits tracks incoming applications per region

Fig 15. In the Qredits offices real time reports are shown on screens
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6.6 Loan Payments
Loan repayments are fully-automated and
Qredits does not deal with cash repayments.
Repayments are handled through the core
banking system, CBloans. While the loan origination and risk monitoring are handled in MicroNET, communication with banks regarding
electronic loan repayment is initiated through
CBloans, which is programmed to calculate
monthly repayment amounts. Once the loan
details (amount, interest rate, repayment schedule, etc.) are known, this data is transferred to
Figure 17. In this dashboard Qredits tracks the use of e-learnings and # unique website visitors

CBloans, which calculates the loan repayment
schedule. It also updates payment information
daily and calculates the exact amount due by
the customer prior to the due date. All payment transactions can be analyzed and monitored through the 360° customer view system.
Clients are responsible for timely payments,
and Qredits doesn’t send reminders prior to
each due date. However, if a client misses an
installment, then they will receive an email
with a request to pay within the next 5 business days. If that doesn’t work, a separate process is triggered through MicroNET that tries
to establish the reasons for non-payment and
strives to resolve the payment issue.

Figure 18. In this dashboard Qredits tracks the changes in the level of provisions
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Collection is triggered automatically, and the

can be found in MicroNET, and an e-mail is

system calculates both the amounts due and

automatically sent to the customer explaining

possible costs or fees for late payments. If a

what went wrong, what action is required by the

collection fails, details (e.g. the reason such

customer, and a summary listing arrears to date.

as blocked account or insufficient funds)

Qredits Nederland Credit Management

Figure 19. Credit Management action schedule
0-30 days

30-60 days

Responsible

Responsible

Responsible

Supportive

Supportive

Controlling

Controlling

Responsible

1st Email concerning
payment arrears (after
reverse 1st collection)

Notification by email
BKR (Day 46)

Completing file to decide
what to do with the
arrears

Action: Creating urgency

> 90 days

Day 60

Day 6-10

Collection,
25th of the month

60-90 days

Special Creditmanagement Department

Repetition collection

BKR coding (Dutch
Credit Rating Agency)

Contact with customer

Contact with customer

Contact with customer

• Visiting customer
• Sending email
• Calling customer
• Sent Whatsapp to customer

• Visiting customer
• Sending email
• Calling customer
• Sent Whatsapp to customer
• Informing surety/co-borrower

• Visiting customer
• Sending email
• Calling customer
• Sent Whatsapp to customer
• Informing surety/co-borrower

Solutions

Solutions

Solutions

• Payment condition
• Grace period

• Payment condition
• Grace period
• Consultation CD/SCD
• Transfer to SCD

• Payment condition
• Grace period
• Consultation CD/SCD
• Transfer to SCD

Special Creditmanagement Department

Special Creditmanagement Department

• Intensive Creditmanagement
• Indirect Creditmanagement

• Intensive Creditmanagement
• Indirect Creditmanagement

2nd Email concerning
payment arrears (after
reverse 2nd collection)

• Intensive Creditmanagement
• Indirect Creditmanagement

“Record all moments of contact with a customer in MicroNet.”
Loan officer

Consultation Collection Department/Special Creditmanagement Department

Solutions

Collection

Completing file

BKR coding

Mail

Qredits employees start contacting the custo-

a payment link (sent by the employee immedia-

mer the moment the late payment occurs (see

tely after the call), through the MijnQredits web-

Figure 18), trying to solve the arrears problem

site, the Qredits mobile app, or through a new

as soon as possible. Payments can be made by

bank installment.
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7. Optimizing Customer Experience
Optimizing customer experience is the second

is in. The customer is first asked: “Do you want

most important driver behind using digital

to apply for a loan right now, or are you looking

technologies in microfinance.

Digital chan-

for more information about loans?” Some web-

nels create new opportunities to communicate

site visitors are not looking for a loan, but may

with clients, which allows them to make bet-

need support with writing a business plan or

ter choices regarding products and services. In

may be looking for a mentor. Wherever they

turn it enables the MFI to collect information

are in their journey, website visitors will find

from customers and offers diverse opportuni-

answers to their questions on the website, and

ties to interact with them throughout their cre-

will be directed accordingly to the information

dit journey at minimal cost. In addition, new

they need.

technologies make it possible to better reach
target clients and offer more targeted services
to meet their needs. Offering clients the choice
to interact as much or as little as they want,
depending on their preferences, creates the
customer experience that is under their control and closely responds to their preferences.

Some website visitors are not
looking for a loan but may need
support with writing a business plan
or may be looking for a mentor.
Figure 20. Qredits homepage

The first online touchpoint for potential clients
is the website. The main website design’s im-

The design of the landing page of the website

Once the visitor has selected a product they’re

As Qredits allows intermediaries to submit an

perative was that the first contact should be

has been informed by a number of test studies

interested in, the website provides the right

application on behalf of a client (see Section

easy and client-centered, since it is an impor-

of how visitors use the website, including the

information at the right time and guides users,

9.1), there is also an option for the intermedi-

tant part of a client’s experience.

eye movement over the page and selections

step by step, to make the best choices about the

ary to enter a specialized intermediaries’ por-

that visitors make when they enter the web-

products Qredits offers. The process employs a

tal. This portal provides intermediaries with

site. These types of consumer insights shaped

conversational style, engaging clients in a dia-

the ability to apply for a loan for several clients

The Qredits’ website presents a potential client

the development of the website to its current

logue through carefully-chosen questions and

using their own personal intermediaries

with several options by asking them questions

functionality and appearance, and continue to

menus of options for responses.

account and track the credit applications and

about their needs. These questions depend on

do so as clients’ preferences change and new

the phase of the customer journey the visitor

services are offered by Qredits.

7.1 Digital Interface: Qredits’ Website
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documents for each customer.
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The dashboard provides an overview of all the

A new customer cannot apply for a loan using

active credit applications of the intermediary.

the Qredits app. Only an existing client can

The sidebar shows the name of the customer

request another loan and start the application

and the current phase the credit application

process using the Qredits app, but supporting

is in. “Lopende kredietaanvragen” means those

documents must be sent via email. For this

applications that have been submitted and

reason, the mobile loan application does not

are active. “Opgeslagen kredietaanvragen” are

yet fully-support the loan application process,

partially-completed credit applications that

as the loan request must be done in stages. To

the intermediary can either resume working

date 2,000 users (and counting) have down-

on or delete. In the menu on the left, the inter-

loaded the Qredits apps. The Qredits app is in

mediary can start a new application or view a

constant development: new features include

personal archive, where all closed applications

automated notifications, multi-currency and

are stored.

multi-language options, and making the app

7.2 Mobile Apps

Figure 22.

Figure 23.

Figure 24.

useful for non-credit customers.

Mobile apps are one the newest additions to

In Figures 22-24 you will find the visualiza-

the digital client experience. There are two

tion of various loans. The first screen custo-

types of mobile apps used by Qredits: those

mers will see when they log in with the Qre-

for clients, and those for mentors.

dits app, is an overview of their loan details

Figure 25.

Figure 26.

with the amount of the loan, how much they
Mobile App for Clients

redeemed and if they have payment arrears.

A mobile app for clients was introduced in

Customers can withdraw money when they

July 2018 that allows clients to make pay-

have a flexible account and with a Micro or

ments on their loans, monitor their outstan-

MKB loan they can make loan repayments.

ding loan balances, register for a training
event, stay in contact with their loan officer

Besides gaining insights into loans, customers

and mentor, receive messages from Qredits,

also have the possibility to register for a trai-

and apply for a second loan.

ning (see Figures 25-26).
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Figure 28.

Figure 27.

Figure 29.

7.3 Digital Marketing
Digital marketing means marketing products
or services using digital technologies—mainly on the internet, but also via mobile phones,
display advertising, and any other digital medium. All expressions we do on the world wide
web contribute to the brand Qredits. With every
decision we make that touches online
channels we keep in mind this should contribute to the customer experience and Qredits
brand.
Of the various digital marketing tools that
Qredits uses, the most important is social
media. Qredits’ advertisements on digital

The mobile app for mentors

events that Qredits organizes for its mentors.

The purpose of this mobile app is to link

To date, 250 mentors have downloaded the

mentors to other Qredits mentors and

Qredits mentor app.

to Qredits in general. Mentors are able to
log both active and completed mentoring

At Figure 27 you will see an example of the

relationships

The

newsfeed in the mentors app, at Figure 28

app also lets mentors have direct contact

you can filter on specific mentormentors ex-

with other mentors via a chat functionali-

pertises and sent them a message, Figure 29

ty, to like and comment on shared stories

is an overview of the logbook mentors keep.

with

entrepreneurs.

in the news section, and to register for

channels are created using Google’s “see,
think, do, care” strategy. In the See phase,
Qredits focusing on creating awareness/first
contact with Qredits. In the Think phase
we want to create an environment that
potential customers will consider to take
action/customer is aware of his/her needs.
In the Do phase potential customers become
customers, because they are convinced of
our products/services. In the Care phase we
offer more than credits, with the focus on
our other services like mentoring and tools.
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Bing, and how they use these online search
engines. Findings from this analysis are
implemented and the SEO strategy is adjusted
every four weeks.

See, think, do, care.

Besides the SEO strategy, Qredits is also
constantly optimizing its SEA (Google Ads)
strategy. The Google Ads environment
is an online place where you can create
and optimize your ads. Qredits runs A/B
Figure 30. The use of the Google strategy has increased Qredits’ click-through rate significantly

compared to last year

tests of its ads, adding new features like
extended ads where you have the possibility to add extra text in an ad, responsive
ads which make it possible that the ad is

The second most important tool is the

Furthermore, Qredits is constantly optimi-

compatible for every desktop screen and

Marketing Cloud, which provides the right

zing its Search Engine Optimalization stra-

device, Real-Time-Bidding is a means by

message at the right time to existing and

tegy by reading and refining the existing

which advertising inventory is bought and

potential customers to engage them and

content on their website and using rele-

sold on a per-impression basis, via pro-

guide them through automated e-mails.

vant keywords to rank higher in the online

grammatic instantaneous auction, similar

Marketing Cloud is a tool that allows you

search engines like Google and Bing. The

to the financial markets. With real-time

to create and optimize automated e-mail

use of specific keywords on the website,

bidding, advertising buyers bid on an im-

flows. Every step in the automated e-mail

portal and ads can make a huge difference

pression and, if the bid is won, the buyer’s

flow is an automated action (i.e.: send

in the ranking in these online search en-

ad is instantly displayed on the publisher’s

e-mail x or y, or call potential client). This

gines. For example, by using words on the

site and we use targeted video-ads where

is a huge advantage for customers and for

website like “business credit” or “business

potential customers see Qredits ads when

Qredits because of the efficiency gains

loan” it is possible to find out what poten-

they type in YouTube specific keywords

of automated workflows over manually-

tial customers are looking for when they

we are targeting on like “business loan”.

constructed flows.

use online search engines like Google and

We are also very active with remarketing
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banners (meaning when a person visits the
Qredits website, a cookie is logged and a
Qredits remarketing banner will appear on
other websites) to stay at the forefront of
the mind of our potential customers. This
year we will also use the Google strategy
“see, think, do, care” for the remarketing
banners to display a different message
combined with a different visual depending on where the person is in their customer journey, in the see, think, do or care
phase like the explanation above.
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8. Building Clients’ Business Capacity:
Mentoring, E-learning and the Academy
Building clients’ capacity to develop a viable

and can be helpful for educated people

business is a part of Qredits’ social mission,

or young people who are accustomed to

and also a way to reduce the risk of lending.

online learning tools.

Better-prepared clients, especially those star-

• Mentoring program on writing a busi-

ting a business, should in principle translate

ness plan: a 3–6 month program of indi-

into stronger capacity to survive in business

vidual mentoring by one of 600 Qredits

and to repay a loan.

mentors; combines mentoring meetings
supported by self-guided work with tem-

While some form of business development ser-

plates and e-learning resources.

vices (BDS) have been offered by Qredits from

• Ondernemersschool (classes): A 10–week

its inception—the scope and delivery method

group program with a maximum of 20

of these services has evolved over time.

startup entrepreneurs. The program consists of traditional lessons combined with

Qredits developed a set of BDS instruments

e-learning modules. It is organized by regi-

based on customer needs, including:

on, mostly in co-operation with local government or the Chamber of Commerce.

• Business plan- and financial templates for
people who have knowledge of financials

Qredits continues to explore future op-

and principles of business plan

portunities to provide additional online-

• E-learning course called ‘How to write a
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mentoring solutions, online chat solutions

business plan’ with step-by-step guidan-

with mentors, one-day mentoring services

ce, exercises, case examples and a work

to solve a specific question, and dedicated

book. After 8 modules you can download

mentors for entrepreneurs with financial

the full business plan and financial plan

problems. In a time when customers are fa-

you’ve been working on all along. This

miliar with these types of online tools, there

e-learning course includes online support

are plenty of solutions available for BDS.

8.1 Online Business Templates

customers and monitoring surveys indica-

In 2009 Qredits developed a series of tem-

ted that not all clients fully appreciated the

plates and made them available on the web-

mandatory mentoring service. Some disliked

site for clients to use in preparing business

the fact that they had no say in the matter

plans and loan applications. The reason was

and it was clear that not every client actually

to make it easier for clients to formulate

needed mentoring.

their business ideas and prepare a business
plan. This also helped Qredits to improve

Initially these mentoring services were pro-

their own efficiency, as clients’ applications

vided by another pilot organization called

were better-prepared and well-structured.

EigenBaas founded in February 2010 through

Offering templates proved to be a good stra-

a subsidy of the Ministry of Economic

tegy: they are still being used and downloa-

Affairs. However, due to the lack of availabi-

ded more than 100 times a day, not only by

lity of EigenBaas mentors Qredits soon star-

startup entrepreneurs but also by students,

ted organizing its own pool. On June 1, 2012,

accountants, bookkeepers and even com-

the EigenBaas organization merged with

mercial banks.

Qredits and Qredits absorbed the remaining subsidy and was able to significantly

8.2 Mentoring

professionalize and scale up its mentoring

When Qredits was founded, it was decided

program and supporting IT systems. Since

to make mentoring mandatory for clients

then mentoring and other business develop-

during the first year of their loan term. The

ment services have been fully integrated

theory behind it was that this would provi-

within Qredits’ business and well aligned

de clients with the opportunity to interact

with the organization’s core activities.

with an experienced business professional
during their start-up phase, and that this

Qredits does not directly deliver mentoring

interaction would increase the probabili-

services to clients—rather it acts as a facili-

ty of business survival and ensure timely

tator and an intermediary between clients

loan repayment. However, feedback from

and mentors who offer their services on
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a voluntary basis. Most Qredits mentors

Initially Qredits only offered mentoring in

are active and experienced entrepreneurs

combination with loans. This changed in

themselves, and many are professional vo-

2012, when it opened up BDS services to non-

lunteers offering services as part of corpo-

clients as well—effectively disentangling

rate social responsibility (CSR) programs

BDS from lending and creating more options

of larger corporations. To link clients with

for clients. This decision to separate lending

mentors, Qredits developed an online tool

from learning was to a certain extent driven

that supports the recruitment and selection

by the availability of technology.

mentors, and also allows a client to select a
mentor of their choice within a 50 kilometer

Coachingsplein is an online mentoring mar-

radius based on any number of criteria such

ketplace that allows people to select a BDS

as expertise and sector.

mentor online. The platform has reduced
the staff handling costs associated with

Based on client experience and feedback

pairing up clients and mentors, and allows

gained through monitoring surveys and in-

Qredits to manage large numbers of clients

terviews Qredits revamped its mentoring

and mentors with very little manual input or

program in Fall 2014 in order to focus on

oversight. Another reason why Qredits crea-

the quality of the mentoring relationship,

ted two separate product lines for mentoring

8.3 E-learning

The first e-learning programs (2012) were de-

not simply on the number of mentor-mentee

and credit was ensure the former could also

The motivation to provide e-learning was

veloped in cooperation with Sanoma Media4

matches made. The scope of mentoring was

become sustainable. Customers pay a €200

to offer a cost-effective way for clients to

but over time, these became obsolete because

broadened by adding new categories of ex-

fee to obtain a mentor for a year. The fee is

acquire basic business planning skills. The

they could not be used on mobile phones and

pertise such as help with start-up, finances,

nominal but creates more ownership on the

inspiration for the idea actually came from

tablets. To enable the use of touch devices, the

personnel issues, etc. Clients were given

customer’s side and helps cover some of the

Libelle, a women’s magazine offering on-

initial e-learning course was rebuilt on a dif-

the opportunity through a sophisticated

operational costs. Mentoring in combination

line training programs for women, e.g. on

ferent platform with another supplier in 2014.

website with individual profiles of mentors

with a SME loan (up to €250,000) initially cost

house styling or personal development.

available in their geographical area to select

€400 per year, but was reduced to match the

The aim was to present difficult subjects

Qredits developed other e-learning courses on

a mentor with the qualities that matched

€200 fee in 2018. Today the mentoring and

(like writing a business plan) in an easy

essential business skills such as: How to write

their unique needs.

BDS side of Qredits is break-even.

and appealing way.

a sales plan, Managing debtors, and marketing.
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Figure 31. Customers can browse through mentor profiles on the online Coachingsplein (Mentor Square)

4 Sanoma was the editor of Libelle, with whom Qredits co-produced its first e-learning program in [2012].
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There is a great deal of international interest

To date, the “How to write a business plan”

Qredits’ Educational Program

Students that receive a ‘very good’ on their

in Qredits’ “How to write a business plan”

e-learning course has been introduced in Ita-

• Kick-off: Qredits mentors give a guest

final pitch of the school program and have

e-learning course, perhaps due to the fact that

ly, Greece, Bonaire, Aruba, St. Maarten, Cu-

a registered business can apply for a €5000

it’s seen as an innovative and unique product

racao, Spain and next in Cuba and is subse-

in that it create both a business plan down-

quently available in English, Italian, Spanish

loadable in Word and a financial plan (for the

and different versions of Papiamento.

lecture about entrepreneurship and business financing. The lecture also covers the
standards that a business plan must meet,
and how a credit provider such as Qredits
or a bank would assess it.

first 12 months of the business) downloadable

• E-learning: With support from an econo-

in Excel Qredits has developed a package

8.4 The Academy

to translate this e-learning into different

In an effort to raise awareness around entre-

languages for different vendors. The e-learning

preneurship in secondary schools and voca-

mics teacher, students work independently
on the Ik word EigenBaas e-learning
program to write a business plan for their
own company (fictional or real).

is customized completely. Think of local legal

tional colleges in the Netherlands, Qredits

• Guest lecture: Throughout the program

and tax regulations, adding visuals of local

designed an educational program around

entrepreneurs and adapting the design and

the e-learning “How to write a business plan”

layout to the stakeholder’s housestyle.

in 2013. The program was named EigenBaas

several guest lectures feature existing
entrepreneurs as well as Qredits mentors
on topics such as marketing, USPs, and
how to face challenges.

thereby reintroducing the name previously

• Pitch: Students review and finalize their

Figure 32. E-learning course ‘How to write a business plan’

used for the early mentoring organization.

business plans with a mentor (typically a
local entrepreneur) before pitching it before
to a jury of experts.

loan from the Qredits student loan fund
and qualify for a reduced interest rate of
5%, receive a mentor and pay no loan administration fees.

8.5 Training for Existing Loan
Clients
Since 2017, Qredits has offered a number of
training opportunities and bootcamps to
existing loan clients. The different training
courses help clients improve their knowledge in key areas (like social media, bookkeeping, hiring, branding and sales)—and the
bootcamp deals with personal effectiveness

• Certificate: Upon successfully completing

(through a one-day intensive experience to

the final exam, students receive their
EigenBaas certificate.

re-connect with their business inspiration)

To date, Qredits has run this program in more
than 80 vocational colleges and high schools
with over 6000 students participating.

their business to customers and stakehol-

and teaches them how to effectively pitch
ders.
These new training courses add significant value to the Qredits mentoring services. Qredits has a list of highly-qualified
trainers available throughout the country.
Entrepreneurs can register and apply for
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9. Working with Stakeholders
one of the training courses through the

ported by IT (so Qredits can easily scale up

Like any other organization, Qredits collabo-

mentors, accountants, financial advisors, etc.)

Qredits website, with all required back-

and organize large numbers of events with

rates with external stakeholders: investors, go-

to submit a loan application on behalf of a

office functions being automated and sup-

limited staff time involved.

vernment agencies, banks, intermediaries sup-

client. In the Fall of 2018, Qredits created a de-

porting client applications, and microfinance

dicated portal for these client intermediaries.

networks in the Netherlands and Europe. Some

As a result, intermediaries applying on behalf

of its relationships with these stakeholders are

of a client can now log in, initiate the loan ap-

supported and enabled by digital technology.

plication, save a draft to complete later, just

9.1 Online Support for Intermediaries
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submitting an application themselves. After

While Qredits does not pay any referral fees, it

completing the loan application, intermedia-

does allow professionals intermediaries wor-

ries can track the application progress in their

king with entrepreneurs (such as bookkeepers,

personal portfolio.

Figure 34. The MijnQredits portal for intermediaries

Figure 33. EigenBaas website

like clients themselves would do if they were

Qredits asks each intermediary to co-sign a

articles in accounting magazines and pro-

of reports: a commercial report that details

The referral process is fully automated and

contract with the client. This is vital for qua-

fessional platforms.

loan production and performance, and a

online, and each bank has its own dedicated

risk report which details the risk analysis of

portal featuring its own logo. Banks refer

the organization. In practical terms, Qredits

those clients to Qredits whom they cannot

lity screening and maintains the legitimacy
of the process, ensuring that only qualified

9.2 Investors and Lenders

intermediaries work with Qredits. Qredits

Qredits is funded by several sources: the

has one master report that can be filtered or

finance. The bank fills out the online form

does not pay any referral fees — leaving

Dutch government, banks, the European

adjusted in line with each investor’s needs,

in order to submit basic information about

financial compensation for the intermedi-

Investment Fund, the European Invest-

and delivered monthly or quarterly (depen-

the clients to Qredits. When the referral in-

ary, if any, to be settled between the client

ment Bank, the Council of Europe Bank, and

ding on the funder’s requirements).

formation is received, an automatic email is

and the intermediary directly.

national insurance companies. For a short

sent to the customer informing them that

time in 2011, Qredits piloted outreach to in-

9.3 Banks

Regardless of who submits the application,

dividual investors, but found it comparati-

Several commercial banks in the Netherlands

local bank and that they can apply for a loan

the responsibility for the information pro-

vely more difficult to raise funds from indi-

support Qredits through client referrals.

online.

vided and the contract remains with the

viduals than other sources.

client. Currently, when a loan application is

they have been referred to Qredits by their

Figure 35. Banks portal on Qredits’ website

submitted by an intermediary, the client re-

The Dutch Government has played a vital

ceives a printed hard-copy contract, which

role in Qredits’ history and growth. It offered

they need to sign and return to Qredits.

startup capital of €0.8 million, and an additional €15 million as a “last resort” risk fa-

After the loan application is completed on-

cility, allowing Qredits to raise funds from

line by an intermediary, Qredits seeks in-

banks and other sources. This government

termediary feedback on the application pro-

funding has now been converted into a

cess: what’s working well, and what could

subordinated loan guaranteed till 2040.

be improved.

Qredits has quarterly review meetings with
the Ministry of Economic Affairs updating

The loan application option for intermedia-

them on Qredits plans and financials.

ries is actively marketed by Qredits through
online and traditional marketing channels

Institutional investors and lenders receive

that directly target intermediaries, such as

regular reports as well. There are two types
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10. Ten Years Later: Lessons Learned and the Future
The referral relationship is a “win-win” for

Qredits’ use of technology is an example of

10.1 Lessons learned

both parties. For the banks it is a way to sup-

how a new entrant can disrupt the existing

Qredits’ digital journey offers several lessons

port the customer even though they cannot

traditional microcredit market that has

for other microfinance institutions that are

provide a loan. Typically, after the loan has

historically relied almost exclusively on

on a journey to digitalize their operations:

been approved, Qredits refers the client

in-person contact with clients. Many MFIs

back to the bank so that they can open a

began operating long before the digital

Vision: Application of technology requires

bank account and access other financial ser-

revolution arrived, and there was no choice

both vision and commitment. Even if the

vices that Qredits does not offer. For Qredits

but to rely on their personal relationship

MFI’s leader is not a technology expert, their

it’s another channel of obtaining customers

with clients to assess their creditworthi-

vision and drive are needed to lay out a suc-

from its target market segment.

ness. However, as technology became more

cessful roadmap and make the necessary

accessible and affordable, MFIs started to

funding available.

9.4 Professional Networks

adopt various digital solutions, although

Qredits is an active member of the European Mi-

often in a piecemeal fashion and often

Technology Driver: An MFI needs to have

crofinance Network (EMN) and Youth Business

without a coherent vision or strategy for

a dedicated person who is knowledgeable

International (YBI). It also collaborates with

the broader digital transformation of the

about technology and its applications in

the Microfinance Center (MFC) on certain as-

whole organization.

microfinance and tasked with driving the

pects of microfinance development in Europe.

development of appropriate solutions.

As an innovative microfinance institution

Qredits launched its activities at a time when

steeped in digital technologies, Qredits has be-

digital technology was readily-available

Budget: Technology is an investment that

come a testing and training ground for many

and well-tested. It also benefited from

requires a significant budget. Qredits allo-

microcredit providers in Europe. On a regular

leveraging lessons learned by other MFIs

cated a technology budget from the start,

basis Qredits organizes workshops during con-

in Western Europe. Both of these factors

often seeking external resources to support

ferences, or with in the form of think tanks or

played an important role in the organizati-

its technological development.

other working groups. It also organizes peer-to-

on’s successful rollout of its activities. And,

peer learning visits, where other microfinance

critically important, Qredits began with a

Coherence: Qredits demonstrates that crea-

providers from different networks are invited

vision for a sustainable organization that

ting a technological architecture is a complex

for inspirational sessions e.g. digital strategy,

included technology as one of the key ele-

endeavor that requires all components to fit

marketing, risk management, portfolio ma-

ments (see 11 Rules of Success in chapter 2).

together and communicate with one another.

nagement or online learning.
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High Touch and Technology: Technology

Technology as an On-going Concern: Applying

off to design the loan application well by

10.2 Full automation?

can be successfully and effectively com-

technology is an on-going process that must

paying attention to even the smallest de-

Could it be possible for Qredits, with all its

bined with a more traditional “personal”

be constantly monitored, maintained and

tails that may seem unnecessary or unim-

internal systems and advanced digital tech-

approach to microfinance. There is no inhe-

enhanced as new technologies and solutions

portant, such as the exact annotation of an

nologies, to become a fully-automated “cre-

rent contradiction between technology and

emerge. It is important to always be on the

address, initials or phone number.

dit factory” that doesn’t interact with clients

in-person-delivered financial services. The

look-out for new features and update existing

challenge is to define which parts of the cre-

systems (such as CRM and reporting tools) to

Structured Data: In order to be useful to

will become a FinTech (albeit one that is

dit journey are best served though human

accommodate new features and be up to date

and used by an organization, data must be

specialized with a focus on its chosen target

contact and which can be safely automated.

to meet current safety and legal requirements.

well-structured and well-organized. When

market)?

at all? In other words, is there a risk that it

databases are incompatible and need to be
Build and Buy: There are a lot of “off the

Experimenting: Experimenting is an impor-

manually-transformed or –manipulated, it

Qredits does not envision this as its futu-

shelf” solutions available that can be used

tant part of digitalization. Not all ideas and

leads to errors and makes streamlining in-

re. Despite the opportunity to become ful-

by MFIs, meaning that there is no need to

applications will work, and not all of them

ternal processes difficult and costly.

ly-digital and impersonal, the organization

develop new solutions. However, an organi-

will be accepted by clients. Failure is a part

zation needs to have the technical compe-

of the learning process.

tencies needed to select, adopt and integrate

chooses to maintain its personal contact
Centralized access for All: All staff in the mi-

and communication with clients as their

crofinance organization must have access to

core values and automate everything else.

technological solutions into a well-functio-

Data Input by Customers: Let customers pro-

necessary data and share relevant informa-

ning operating system.

vide their own structured data and ensure a

tion in one central system. Rights and secu-

One reason for this is a belief that losing its

stepwise verification of data submitted by

rity should be controlled through clear user

direct contact with clients would go against

Development in Stages: Technology can be

the applicants throughout the loan applica-

profiles with the necessary authorization

its organizational mission to be a personal

developed and applied in stages. Not all pro-

tion process. This ensures an efficient and

levels for the different systems.

and flexible credit provider. Qredits was

cesses must be digitalized, and not all at the

transparent process, with the possibility to

same time. Often, using a tried-and-tested

analyze data in the future.

solution is a better option, but only if the

established to provide access to finance to
Use of Data: It is not enough to simply have

early stage and nascent entrepreneurs who

and store digital data. The goal is to actually

were unable to obtain funding within the

cost of not being seen as a market leader is

Digital Data: Digital data is essential for

use the data to make good credit decisions,

traditional financial system. Also the fact

not too high. On the other hand, they can

any application of digital technologies. A

discover customer preferences and assess

that this microfinance target group is a

save an MFI from unnecessary hype if the

well-structured and well-tested loan appli-

the impact of loans on their businesses.

higher risk market segment personal con-

solution isn’t a good fit for clients.

cation is the primary source of data. It pays
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tact remains important in order to monitor
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developments and be able to step in quick-

10.3 Qredits International

Purpose of Qredits International (QI) is to

QI also recently signed an agreement with

ly should business go bad. Being in contact

Qredits wants to share its built up knowledge

also share knowledge and experience gain-

UniCredit a large international Italian bank to

with clients in a personal and allows Qre-

and experience with international partners.

ed and assist smaller Greenfield MFIs to sca-

adapt and customize the e-learning for them.

dits to be flexible when needed.

In Europe Qredits is already considered a

le up or change course. In 2018 QI signed a

best practice for years evidenced in the fact

partnership agreement with Oportunitas, a

Qredits carefully weighs each request for

Finally, Qredits sees itself as a social enter-

of the vast interest in the peer-to-peer visits

small MFI in Barcelona and became a sha-

cooperation or investment as not to hamper

prise, with a mission to reach out to certain

and the frequent request for Qredits partici-

reholder in the organization. The e-learn-

any of its other activities yet support and

segments of society with its financial and

pation in joint projects or help in scaling up

ing How to write a business plan has been

share knowledge and experience where it

non-financial products. Clients are also an

other MFIs.

In addition, Qredits has been

translated and customized for Opportunitas

can make an impact in furthering access to

excellent source of information. The en-

very active in the Netherlands Caribbean. At

and all credit applications are now proces-

(micro)finance. The future is the limit!

trepreneurial market is very dynamic, and

the request of the Ministry of Internal Affairs

sed on Qredits systems under a personal

working directly with clients allows Qredits

and Kingdom Relations a Qredits location

Oportunitas label.

to spot new developments and understand

was started on Bonaire in 2015. Local loan

the changing needs of entrepreneurs and

advisors were hired but the application and

create new products or services as they see

disbursement process was handled comple-

fit. This role would not be possible if Qredits

tely by the back-office in the Netherlands.

Figure 36. In 2018 Qredits International signed a partnership agreement with Oportunitas

became a credit processing “automaton”.
To date 160 loans have been disbursed on the
For the time being, Qredits’ guiding princi-

island. Following the success on Boniare, ope-

ple is: personal contacts with clients (inclu-

rations were started on Aruba, St. Maarten

ding business site visits) and automate all

(servicing Saba and St. Eustatius as well) and

internal processes that do not require hu-

finally in 2018 on Curacao. A total of 450 loans

man interaction with a client. Increasingly,

have been disbursed on these Caribbean is-

clients are given a choice of the type of con-

lands. In November 2018 Qredits International

tact they prefer. For instance, in the case of

was founded as part of the Qredits foundati-

smaller FastTrack loans, clients can opt for a

on. All future international activities will be

personal site visit by a loan officer or choose

handled by Qredits International so as to not

a virtual site through a WhatsApp video call.

affect the national operations.
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Appendices
A. Organizational Chart
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B. Digital Qredits: Summary ‘Use of Digital Tools and Application’
Social Media and Collaborative Technologies

Mobile Tools

Data and Analytics		

Cloud Computing Services

A-B testing in website and apps

Google analytics		

Behavioral analytics in data warehouse

Digital marketing

Facebook, twitter, google, Bing. Sharing knowledge e.g. about
business plan
		

Direct mail, AdWords
campaigns, CPC campaigns,
link building

Customer profiling, online
advertisement bids

Channels for interaction
Website, WhatsApp, SMS, Twitter, e-mail, white papers, vlogging
		

Own mobile app, Marketing
cloud (Salesforce), Hootsuite

Digital business support
Chat agents
		

Mobile app to match mentors 			
with clients			

Customer: Designing digital customer experience
Customer insights

Analytics on social data/behaviour

E-learning platform, CRMoutlook
integration

Product: Applying digital technologies for managing products and services
Digital application		
Mobile application for existing
		
clients
			

Links with external data
sources, like Chamber of Commerce and address database

Online application through website

Client documentation in digital form		
All documentation is digital
			
			

Real-time financial information
can be accesses through MijnQredits and mobile app

Amortization schemes and yearly
statements can be found in
MijnQredits

Digital approval 		
Digital customer signatures			
					
Digital delivery		
		

Mobile App, MijnQredits,
e-mail, WhatsApp

Digital management by client
		
		

MijnQredits, check balances,
change of personal and business details, like e.g. address
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Approval processes are all integrated
in MicroNET workflows
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Social Media and Collaborative Technologies

Mobile Tools

Digital collection		
Collection process is fully
		
automated in CBloans
			
			
			
Fully digital product		
		
		

Data and Analytics

Cloud Computing Services

Real time information is available for customer and employee.
Through monitors in the collection office, employees keep track
of realtime information

E-mail and other communication
are triggered automatically and
personalized. In case of late payment, 			
specific actions are recommended
based on reason

Several BDS tools are fully		
digital, including elearning		
courses		

Flexible loans are managed fully digital,
except the acceptance, where a video
call is needed with a real person

Customer functionality is		
developed for any device

Data is realtime or max. one day old

Processes and systems: Digitalizing internal operations
Anytime, anywhere, any device		
		

Standardized operational platform
			
				
Digital records / archives			
			
			
			
			
			

All applications, data and documents are archived digitally.
Only contracts with ‘wet signatures’ are also stored in a
physical archive (mainly historical applications)

Agile organization of work 		
Jira, Mindjet
			
			
			

All issues are registered. Projects are split up in user stories.
Suppliers work with development sprints etc.
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Salesforce, EasyInvoice, Nmbrs,
Viadesk, Jira, Mindjet
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Social Media and Collaborative Technologies

Mobile Tools

Data and Analytics

Cloud Computing Services

Organization: Using digital tools for managing the organization

		
Cross-functional collaboration/teaming		
		

Office 365, Teams, Skype for
business, Jira, Viadesk, Q4u

Digital skills

Skilled staff

Skilled staff

Skilled staff

Virtual workforce		
		
		
		
		

Teleconferencing. Qredits works
with external developers, but
also internal collaboration is
done digital, e.g. among loan
officers and Caribbean staff

Digital stakeholder ecosystem		
		
		

Section for intermediaries with		
information about ‘their’
customers

Skilled staff

Data warehouse for reporting

		

		

Funding: Using digital funding streams and sources

		
External digital funding platforms		
		

In some cases, Qredits collaborates with crowd funders

Strategy: Developing strategies for digital transformation

		
“Test-and-learn” innovation

Most new projects are setup as a proof of concept. Scrum
development, A-B testing, test-panels, organizational culture
where mistakes can be made, etc.

Digital positioning

Qredits is since late 2018 positioned as “Your social lender”.
Personal approach

Digital transformation

Digital transformation is a broad subject that touches
many areas, e.g. IT vs business goals, drivers, organization etc.

Business case for digitalization

ROI are calculated on a project basis, but not always. Overall
investments are not in a business case, overview is discussed
between IT manager and board of directors.
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Social Media and Collaborative Technologies

Mobile Tools

Data and Analytics

Cloud Computing Services

Impact: Capturing impact with digital tools

		
Digital surveys

For customer satisfaction and social impact

Digital customer impact tracking

Through yearly surveys

Impact communication and dissemination

Through research on brand awareness		

Digital impact reporting

Yearly report on social impact on the website), videos and studies		

Through google analytics

Transparency: Making the organization transparent for clients, investors and regulator

		
Client transparency

Clients’ rights and data protection on the website

Stakeholder transparency

Code of Good Conduct for MF Providers Certification on
the website; Online portal with information for intermediaries
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This publication traces the origins and the
digital evolution of Qredits, a microfinance
foundation in the Netherlands which operates
as the only national program providing an alternative source of funding to new and early
stage businesses. Qredits, from its inception,
has banked on intensive use of technology
while retaining the personal high-touch aspect of microfinance where it is needed. It also
applied technology to business development
services which are offered through e-learning, mentoring and an Academy Program. The
unique vision of the Founder, combined with
consistent application of technology, has led
Qredits to become one of the most innovative
and forward-thinking microfinance organizations in Europe.
Acknowledgement: This publication was co-written
by Piotr Korynski, MFC and Vincent Stulen, Manager
IT & Innovation of Qredits. Special thanks to Elwin
Groenevelt, the Founder and CEO of Qredits for his
support and inputs throughout the process of developing the case.

